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 Description  Description 

Age Group: 5-12Age Group: 5-12
Activities: 7Activities: 7
Capacity: 24Capacity: 24
Use Zone: 48'10" x 40'-3"Use Zone: 48'10" x 40'-3"
Fall Height: 7'-3"Fall Height: 7'-3"

NEXUS Series playgrounds offer unique solutions for organizations that have spaces that areNEXUS Series playgrounds offer unique solutions for organizations that have spaces that are
curved, round or not the traditional square space. Schools, municipalities, city or county parkcurved, round or not the traditional square space. Schools, municipalities, city or county park
districts that want to reduce risk but still provide exceptional activity will find this a good fit! Thedistricts that want to reduce risk but still provide exceptional activity will find this a good fit! The
NEXUS series offers design flexibility and a compact footprint that can't be found withNEXUS series offers design flexibility and a compact footprint that can't be found with
traditional post and platform styles of playground equipment. Safety and durability aretraditional post and platform styles of playground equipment. Safety and durability are
standard. NEXUS adds to these traits by removing platform and keeping activities at or closestandard. NEXUS adds to these traits by removing platform and keeping activities at or close
to the ground level. Carefully and skillfully crafted with 4" OD galvanized steel posts areto the ground level. Carefully and skillfully crafted with 4" OD galvanized steel posts are
powder coated. As well, steel handrails, barriers, gates and climbers are also coated with thispowder coated. As well, steel handrails, barriers, gates and climbers are also coated with this
baked on polyester powder coat finish for a lifetime of protection against the elements. Thebaked on polyester powder coat finish for a lifetime of protection against the elements. The
three dimensional slides, panels and climbers are rotationally molded using virgin compoundedthree dimensional slides, panels and climbers are rotationally molded using virgin compounded
resins that feature greater UV breakdown resistance than dry blended resins. The HDPE sheetresins that feature greater UV breakdown resistance than dry blended resins. The HDPE sheet
plastic climbers and activities are specifically produced IN HOUSE for higher quality control.plastic climbers and activities are specifically produced IN HOUSE for higher quality control.
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